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Bill Overton
As a university teacher for over 30 years, I have become concerned at what has struck me as a declining ability on the part of students to read verse. I mean this in the most basic sense: it is common for students not only to ignore line endings, usually because they are reading too quickly, but also to emphasize the wrong syllables and to miss patterns of intonation. Broader misreadings tend to follow. For example, students often find it difficult to discuss tone or define it with reasonable accuracy, however competent they may be at identifying images or themes. There are various possible explanations for these failings, among them the widespread abandonment of reading aloud in secondary education, and the technological developments that have tended to promote a visual culture over an aural one. It is true, too, that the tone of a poem stems from a range of qualities, not only from its sound when read aloud or silently in a way that respects its aural and metrical character. Nevertheless, I had noticed that, at the same time when successive year-groups of students have become less capable of reading verse accurately, increasing numbers have entered higher education with little or no knowledge of prosody, which is the theory and practice of versification. For instance, in the Year 1 module on poetry that I teach at my own institution, the proportion of students who indicate by a show of hands in the first lecture that they have any knowledge of prosody has for some time been only about one quarter.
In order to test my sense that this was not merely a personal impression, or one limited to my own university, I conducted a survey of the teaching of prosody in higher education institutions throughout the United Kingdom. This essay reports the findings, in the form both of statistics and of a large selection from the discursive comments that many respondents generously provided. I should say at the start that, although I framed the questions in the survey in such a way as not to influence answers, my own position is that understanding metre is fundamental to any properly Poetry and Prosody: page 2 of 23 critical study of poetry. That position, I am well aware, is not shared by everyone teaching in British higher education. I will return to it and the arguments behind it at the end of the essay.
The survey was conducted by circulating a questionnaire about current policies and practices in the teaching of prosody, and what colleagues across the country think about them. Mainly by using the English Subject Centre's Course Finder, I compiled a list of 122 higher education institutions that appeared likely to offer English in some form as a degree subject, and I emailed Heads of Department or equivalent at each one to request that they either complete the questionnaire themselves or ask a colleague to do so. The questionnaire was in the form of a Web document designed to be completed online. 1 were directed to the next part of the questionnaire. Those who answered 'yes' were asked to list the titles of the courses or modules teaching the analysis of versification, and then to indicate whether a pass in such a course was required for students taking different types of English degree to graduate.
The aim of this part of the questionnaire was to find out how many institutions attached sufficient importance to the teaching of prosody to devote whole courses or modules to it, and to make satisfactory knowledge of prosody a requirement for the award of a first degree. at least on the face of it. This is that, even among institutions that have no separate module teaching versification, 36 respondents answered 'yes' both to Question 4 and to Question 6, indicating that the study of versification carries through from the syllabus into learning and teaching practice in other modules; and that 13 answered 'yes' to Question 6 having answered 'no' to Questions 1 and 4, indicating that discussion of versification takes place even where it is not formally part of the syllabus. However, the latter finding raises the question whether versification can be adequately addressed when it is not formally taught. It suggests that those colleagues who deal with versification in institutions where it is not part of the syllabus either assume adequate knowledge on the part of their students or, failing such knowledge, either make do and mend or let students without it fall by the wayside.
A second kind of unsettling evidence comes from the final part of the questionnaire, which invited opinions and comments. On the one hand, the great majority of respondents agreed with the statement that knowledge of versification is important to the study of English poetry. Out of a total of 76 such respondents, or nearly 90 percent, 62 wholly and 14 mainly agreed, with only three disagreeing (2 wholly, 1 mainly), and 4 neither agreeing nor disagreeing and 2 not responding.
These views were nearly uniform across all three types of institution. On the other hand, out of 79 colleagues who responded to the statement 'I believe that the study of English versification is Poetry and Prosody: page 7 of 23 adequately taught in my institution', only 33 agreed (7 fully agreed and 26 mainly). At nearly 42 percent, this is a disturbingly large minority. Especially significant is the fact that no fewer than 30 neither agreed nor disagreed with the statement, while 4 wholly and 12 largely rejected it, with 5 respondents indicating that this statement did not apply to their institution, and 1 not responding.
Here, too, the pattern of responses was very similar in all three types of institution, except that more respondents from pre-1992 institutions than elsewhere did not believe that versification was being taught adequately. Specifically, 4 respondents from the 44 pre-1992 institutions wholly disagreed with the statement, and 6 mainly disagreed, as compared with none wholly disagreeing from the other two types of institution and 6 mainly disagreeing (5 from the 36 post-1992 institutions and 1 from the 5 others). This is consistent with the finding already noted that more post-1992 than pre-1992 institutions offer separate courses or modules that teach prosody.
The second statement inviting opinions was offered as a check on those produced by the first, and the results were similar. A total of 66 respondents disagreed with the view that poetry can be studied without knowledge of versification, 38 wholly and 28 mainly; while 3 fully and 6 mainly agreed, 9 neither agreed nor disagreed, and 1 did not respond. Responses were again similarly distributed across all three types of institution, except that those from pre-1992 institutions were more vehement in rejecting the view offered. No fewer than 23 respondents from such institutions, or over 50 percent, completely disagreed with it, and 15 mainly disagreed; while, among the post- is confirmed by the RAE and universities' panicked submission to it, which makes teaching as a whole a low priority.' Another view is that timetable pressures are to blame. One respondent, for instance, wrote: 'The 2 hrs per week over a semester rationing does not provide a sufficient opportunity for the reinforcement and practice that such a skill requires, and I think students are too inhibited, too distracted to do all they might for themselves.' Though agreeing that changes in the curriculum were partly responsible, a further respondent proposed a broader perspective.
Expressing the hope that 'the rise of English Language and Literature at A level and then at degree level might bring about the reintegration of English as a subject previously interested in language, style and aesthetics', he drew attention to what he called 'its current manifestation as a highly popular general or liberal studies subject, as keen to introduce students to history or Continental philosophy as to English Literature'.
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Still another opinion is that the teaching of versification is losing a battle for priority with other English skills: 'There is a feeling that students can't be burdened with versification [at] firstyear level because we are already so busy trying to teach more basic skills. Therefore versification is only taught on a 2nd-year option module on poetry. I personally suspect that many lecturers who specialise in prose wouldn't know how to teach versification or don't even have a good enough grasp of it themselves.' The suspicion in the comment just quoted has probably also occurred to 'I would suspect that some of my colleagues will "cover" aspects of versification, as I do, but this is not done systematically or in any comprehensive sense. There is no testing of such knowledge either, as far as I know, though it is something which I believe most of us would consider important to an English Literature degree.'
Further evidence to similar effect is the view stated by several respondents that, while some students already have or acquire a grasp of metrical terms, they often use them merely for purposes of description. As one put it, the principle should be: 'no "brownie points" for correctly identifying a trochaic tetrameter, unless you can draw out its implications, explain how the formal device articulates meaning etc'. Having described a first-year poetry module, another respondent remarked: 'However, the students do then fail by and large to link descriptions of metre to analyses of poetic language, and so our first year work on metre often then falls by the wayside.' Two comments, both from pre-1992 universities, understood this as a problem stemming especially from secondary-level teaching. One observed: 'Students straight from school seem to be quite good at Even in the latter case, university-level teaching was evidently not succeeding in its aim to enable students to connect poetic form and meaning, and several others stated that it was failing to do so.
Examples are: 'We teach basics of versification (eg differences between various kinds of sonnet) but students still aren't comfortable with poetry, shy away from it, and struggle to grasp accurately versification and connect it to meaning'; and 'The course team is very conscious that heavy study of metre can make students even more intimidated. The battle is to get students to realise that formal choices / poetic artifice effect meaning. Prolonged focus upon metre at this first year level can reinforce a sense that simply stating the metre of a poem is enough: it is rare to see knowledge of metre at this level to actually inform textual analysis.'
Several respondents, especially from post-1992 and other institutions, echoed the view just quoted -and reflected in some of the other remarks cited above -that some students find metrical analysis daunting. One email correspondent, now retired, who passed the questionnaire to another colleague, remarked: 'I suspect that the answer is that it is not taught; I don't actually remember a time that it was -at least not with conviction. The idea always seems to have been that students ought to know blank verse, couplets and ballad metre, a kind of basic kit like being able to boil an egg or sew on a button but that more than that and they would get frightened.' The strongest Poetry and Prosody: page 12 of 23 expression of such a view was from another respondent at a post-1992 university: 'In my experience (spanning 30 years at this level), students find poetry intimidating, and formal versification is the most intimidating aspect for them. One spends more time trying to dispel the feeling of intimidation than in actually teaching it (at least that's what it feels like). A textbook is absolutely necessary (I use the Poetry Handbook by John Lennard), but even that can't encourage students to hear a poem or feel its pulse as they read (silently).' Other respondents expressed more confidence, for example: 'there is nothing forbidding about versification; there are great satisfactions to be had from mastering it; it provides critical confidence and an approach to analysis which is always fruitful and likely to establish critical independence'; 'Having taught one session on the villanelle and the sestina, students said they had never been taught technicalities before, that they welcomed it and would be interested in more'; 'I think it is very important, and by and large students enjoy it'; and even 'It's fun, both for the students learning a skill and for the staff who teach it'. Three of these comments came from pre-1992 institutions, the third from a post-1992 institution.
One respondent put the case for prosody with particular clarity: 'The teaching of versification is, in my opinion, a vital component of any course that purports to teach poetry. Students who are not taught versification at secondary or university level are deprived of a set of essential analytical tools not simply for the understanding of formal verse but also for the understanding of verse that either refuses or responds to formalism. Many students are familiar with rhyme and rhythm from music, and teaching versification can discipline and give a vocabulary for skills and activities in which they are already relatively adept (if sometimes unconsciously so).' Another took a less categorical view: 'I think English poetry can be "adequately" studied without deep knowledge of metre, but as with music, one understands it all differently if the technical basis is appreciated.'
However, while the questionnaire used the word 'adequately', the quotation marks around it may suggest caution, and this is reinforced by the analogy with music. No one would seriously argue that Poetry and Prosody: page 13 of 23 music could be properly studied even at secondary level without knowledge of the 'technical basis'.
I suggest that there is an equally strong argument for teaching the technical analysis of poetry, even at secondary-school level. This view would not have been thought controversial a generation ago.
That it now needs to be argued is a further sign of the de-skilling of students and teachers reflected by the survey.
Any advanced study of poetry must of course engage with other topics than versification.
Such topics include figurative language and rhetorical patterns at the formal level and questions of theme and genre at the level of content -though genre often involves formal qualities too. But, while these topics are also fundamental to the study of literary texts that are not in verse, one of the properties of verse is metre or some alternative sound-pattern involving stress or the arrangement of syllables. 3 The question then becomes the importance or otherwise of a poem's versification. If the verse form of a poem were insignificant -if, that is, the poem would have approximately the same meaning and effect if it were written in a different verse form -then its versification would be worth no particular notice. But I do not believe this is true, even for nearly all conventional and nondescript poems. To cite some obvious examples, a poem in heroic couplets has a completely different movement from one in blank verse, and a poem in tetrameter couplets has a different movement from one in pentameter. The two forms invite the use of different syntactical and other structures; equally important, they tend to carry different associations. In the eighteenth century, for instance, heroic couplets are likely to be associated with qualities of order and restraint, blank verse with those of individual self-discipline and liberty. 4 Similarly, when Wordsworth wished to write poems in 'a selection of the real language of men in a state of vivid sensation' presenting 'the primary laws of our nature', 5 he chose as the basis for most of them the popular form of the ballad.
The poems that resulted would not only have read but meant differently if they had been in tetrameter or pentameter couplets.
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The ability to distinguish tetrameter or pentameter couplets from blank verse or ballad measure might be accepted as necessary or, at least, desirable even at secondary-school level.
Whether more sophisticated abilities are needed, especially at tertiary level, is another question.
Key evidence that they are needed are the gains in understanding that they enable. For instance, a student who can recognize the shifts between iambic and trochaic metre in Blake's 'London' or the tensions between the same metres in 'The Tyger' is in a position to discuss the differences in tone and emphasis they produce. To cite a less well-known example, a student who notices the shifts But the extent to which this kind of technical knowledge can extend understanding of poems is not all that is at issue. The respondent who remarked that the teaching of versification reveals that 'students cannot hear their own language with any accuracy' made a crucial point. Above all, he helps explain why students lacking any formal knowledge of verse tend to read it aloud so badly.
While in everyday activities such as walking or even riding a bicycle it is not necessary to analyse the movements performed to carry them out adequately, reading poetry aloud is now so unfamiliar to most students that they simply do not know how to do it. A native speaker will be able to pronounce an English sentence correctly, but the same speaker without an awareness of metre is likely to mispronounce, and misread, a line of verse. Teaching metrical analysis is one way of Poetry and Prosody: page 15 of 23 dealing with this handicap. The teaching of English language at anything other than an elementary level requires the ability to analyse grammar. Similarly, the teaching of poetry at any fairly advanced level requires the ability to analyse metre. A student who has that ability will be better able to understand poems, read them aloud with reasonable accuracy and also write his or her own verse. As a reader of verse, a student without that ability will be functionally illiterate. With it, the same student has the opportunity to benefit in the other ways I have tried to illustrate. This does not mean, as several respondents to the survey commented, that the ability to scan and recognize different metres is enough. The ability to connect verse form with meaning is also necessary. On the other hand, such connections require evidence and argument. Impressionism of the kind that Samuel Johnson illustrated through Dick Minim's efforts at close reading deserves the debunking he gave it. 9 Two other objections to the teaching of prosody require consideration. Both appeared in responses to the survey, some respondents remarking that students find the conventional terminology of versification off-putting, others that, because it is based on classical verse that works differently from verse in English, it is unfit for purpose. But neither of these objections is convincing. First, the terminology is not difficult, and it can be learned quite easily. No one in any discipline other than English would seriously suggest that students need to be protected from analytical concepts and vocabulary, and in this case, I have argued, they are fundamental to knowledge of the subject. The second objection ignores the fact that classical terminology has long been naturalized in English, even though quantitative metre is quite different from verse that is accentual, accentual-syllabic or syllabic. It also forgets that it is the terminology used by poets themselves since the early modern period. Those students who master it and then want preciser The aim of this essay is to start a debate on the teaching of poetry and prosody, especially in higher education. If poetry is to be taught adequately at advanced secondary and at tertiary level, its curriculum must, I believe, include prosody. This essay presents evidence and arguments for that position. Some of the evidence points to a decline in the teaching not only of prosody but of poetry itself. That decline, I am arguing, can only be checked and then reversed by embedding the study of poetry and prosody in higher education syllabi on a national basis. In plain terms, the study of poetry, including prosody, should be a formal requirement for any degree involving a significant proportion of English literature. It should also, of course, have a proper place in secondary education. But restoring skills that are beginning to be lost has to begin at tertiary level, because it is only there that there are sufficient numbers of suitably qualified staff to teach them. Once they are widely re-established, it will be possible to revive them in secondary education, as students become teachers in their turn, although that too will entail that they are specified as requirements in the curriculum. The alternative is the dismaying prospect that fewer and fewer people will be able, as two of the respondents put it, to 'hear the music' or even 'their own language'.
Loughborough University i I believe that knowledge of versification is important to the study of English poetry.
ii I believe that English poetry can be adequately studied at undergraduate level without knowledge of versification.
iii I believe that students in my institution normally enter with adequate knowledge of English versification.
iv I believe that the study of English versification is adequately taught in secondary education.
v I believe that the study of English versification is adequately taught in my institution.
10 If you wish to add any comments of your own on the importance or otherwise of the teaching of English versification, please do so in the box below.
